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i B nco ONIV

611 HVAN PLAZA DRIVE, SUITE 400o
d A8 LINGT oN, T E X AS 76011-80645 j
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SEP - 41992

Docket Nos. 50-313
50-368

License Nos. DPR-51
NPF-6

Entergy Operations, Inc.
ATTH: J. W. Yelverton, Vice President

Operations, Arkansas Nuclear One
Route 3, Box 137G
Russellville, Arkansas 72801

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 50-313/92-09; 50-368/92-09

Thank you for your letter of August 14, 1992, in response to our letter

and Notice of Violation dated July 16, 1992. We have reviewed your reply and

find it responsive to the- concerns raised in our Notice of Violation. We will

review the implementation of your correctivt actions during a future

inspection to determine that full compliance has been achieved and will be

maintained.

Sincerely,

-

A. Bill beach, Director
Division of Reactor Projects

cc:
Entergy Operations, Inc.
ATTN: Donald C. Hintz, President &

Chief Operating Officer
P.O. Box 31995
Jackson,-Mississippi 39286
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)
Entergy Operations, Inc.
ATTN: John R. McGaha, Vice President

Operations Support
P.O. Box 31995
Jackson, Mississippi 39286

Wise, Carter, Child & Caraway
ATTN: Robert B. McGehee, E:q.
P.O. Box 651

IIs Jackson, Mississippi 39205 =

n
'

Entergy Operations, Inc.:

ATIN: R. A. Fenech, General Manager
S [o[# Plant Operations
;]sa: Route 3, Box 137G
b , ;4 Russellville, Arkansas 72801

"' chl
' Entergy Operations, Inc.

ATTN: James J. Fisicaro
Director, licensing

Route 3, Box 137G
Russellville, Arkansas 72801

Honorable Joe W. Phillips
County Judge of Pope County
Pope County Courthouse
Russellville, Arkantas 72801

Winston & Strawn -

ATTN: Nicholas S. Reynolds, Esq.
1400 L Street, N.W..
Washington, D.C. 20005-3502

Arkansas Department of Health
ATTN: Ms. Greta Dicus, Director

Division of Radiation Control and
Emergency Managenent

4815 West Markham Street
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201-3867

B&W Nuclear Technologies
ATTN: Robert'B. Borsum

Licensing Representative
1700 Rockville Pike, Suite 525
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Admiral Kinnaird R. McKee, USN (Ret)
214 South Morris Street
Oxford, Maryland 21654

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __-
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- ABB-Combustion Engineering-
.-Nuclear' Power-
ATTNi Charles B. Brinkman

-Manager,; Washington
_ Nuclear Operations_

12300'Twinbrook-Parkway, Suite 330-

Rockville,= Maryland 20852
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Entergy Operations, Inc. -4- SEP - 41992 -

bec to DMB (1E01)

bec distrib by RIV:
J. L. Milhoan Resident inspector
DRP Section Chief (DRP/A)
Lisa Shea, RM/ALF, MS: MNBB 4503 MIS System
DRSS-FIPS RSTS Operator
Project Engineer (DRP/A) RIV File
DRS Chief, Technical Support Section

_
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Entergy Operations, Inc. -4- SEP - 41992

bec-to-DMB (IE01)

bec distrib, by RIV:
J. L. Milhoan Resident Inspector
DRP Section Chief (DRP/A)
Lisa Shea, RM/ALF, MS: MNBB 4503 MIS System

'

.DRSS-FIPS RSTS Operator
Project. Engineer (DRP/A) RIV File
DRS Chief, Technical Support Section
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August 14, 1992

2CAN089205

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control' Desk
Mail Station PI-137
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2
Docket No. 50-368
License No. NPF-6
Response to Inspect. ion Report' AVIj | 9
50-313/92-09; 53-368/92-09

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to the provisions of 10CFR2.201, attached is the response to
violation 50-368/9209-01.

Should you have questions or comments, please call me.at 501-964-8601.
.

Very truly yours,

(l'h $5fd
ame,s-J Fisicato

1 irect r Licensing

JJF/SWB/mmg
attachments
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U. S.1NRC
* August 14, 1992

'

.-Page 2

*.
_cc Mr. James L. Milhoan

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011-8064

NRC_ Senior Resident inspector
ArkansasLNuclear One - ANO-1 & 2
Number 1, Nuclear Plant Road
Russellville, AR 72801

Mr.' Thomas W. Alexion
NRR Project Manager, Region IV/ANO-1
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR Mall Stop 13-H-3
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20652

.

Ms. Sheri R. Peterson
NRR Project Manager, Region IV/ANO-2
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR Mail.Stop 13-H-3
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
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' Attachment to
2CAN089205 Page 1-''

1

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

During.the NRC inspection conducted during the period May 10 through
June 20, 1992, a violation of NRC requirements was identified by your
staff.- In accordance with the * General Statement of Policy and Procedure
for NRC Enforcement Actions, "10 CFP. Part 2. Appendix C, the violation is
listed below:

10 CFR Part,50.62(c)(1) requires in part that "each pressurized water
reactor must have' equipment from sensor output to final actuation device,
that is diverse from the reactor trip system, to automatically initiate

feedwater system . . . under conditionsthe .- . emergency . .. .

indicative of an ATWS." ATWS is an acronym for Anticipated Transient
Without Scram.

Contrary to the above, the licensee identified on June 5, 1992, as ;

documented on Condition Report CR-2-92-0140, that the diverse emergency
feedwater actuation system (DEFAS) was not likely to actuate under
conditions indicative of an ATWS. When the motor generator output

-

diverse scram system contactors open, the power supply to the motor
generator excitation field will be lost and, as a result, control power
to Auxiliary Relays 29X-5 and 29X-6 will be lost. Since these relays
were intended to be energized to enable the DEFAS to actuate, DEFAS will
likely not actuate during an ATWS. This condition has existed since
installation during Refueling Outage 2R8.

Tais ir a Severity Level IV violation. (Supplement I) (368/9209-01)
.

Response to violation 368/9209-01

(1) Reason for the violation

Arkansas Nuclear One-(ANO) agrees that a violation occurred'
regarding-the.inoperability of the-Diverse Emergency Feedwater.
Actuation. System (DEFAS)'since installation. The purpose of DEFAS
is to mitigate Anticipated. Transient Without Scram (ATWS) event
consequences by providing a diverse means to initiate emergency
feedwater. The primary means of emergenc'y feedwater actuation, the
Emergency Feedwater Actuation System (EFAS), satisfied the' Technical
Specification requirements during this time.

-The Diverse Scram System (DSS) was installed during the Unit Two
-refueling outage #7 (2R7). =The design development of DEFAS began
after the design of the DSS was completed.

The design engineer utilized a spare auxiliary relay contact
;- -(installed per the DSS design) from each contactor control circuit

to enable the DEFAS. He did not realize that power would be lost to.

the DSS contactor control circuits upon a DSS trip. The design
engineer thought'that power would be available to the control ;

circuit after a DSS trip since the= control circuit power was derived |

from the motor generator (MG) output upstream of the contactors.

|

l
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Attcchm:nt to
2CAN089203 Page 2

.

However, he did not realize that the DSS contactor was upstream of
the excitation circuitry power source on the MG output. In reality,
control power would not be available for the contactor control
circuits upon a DSS trip due to a loss of generator excitation.
Thia is an obscure error that was not detected during the Design
Change Package (DCP) development, review or post-modification
testing. In addition, several reviews of Unit Two's implementation
of the Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) rule have been
conducted in the past and did not identify this subtle design error.
The root cause of this condition is considered a personnel error in
the design'of Design Change Package (DCP) 89-2053.

Two contributing causes have been identified.
1

1. The only drawing that showed the excitation circuitry power
source downstream of the DSS contactors was vendor print
6600-E2014-4. Since the DEFAS DCP did not result in a revision
to this drawing, it was not included in the DEFAS DCP and
probably was not reviewed during the review process. Design
engineering personnel have determined that if a design drawing
such as the MG set schematic (E-2192 Sh. 1) or the DSS
schematic (E-2192 Sh. 2) had indicated that the excitation
circuitry power was derived from the MG set output downstream
of the DSS contactor, then the design error likely would not
have occurred.

2. This design error was not identified during the start-up
testing for the DEFAS DCP. It is our belle.f that the only way
this error could have bcon detected during testing was to
simulate actual plant conditions during full power operation.
Although a very detailed test plan was developed for
post-modification testing of this DCP, no testing was conducted
at actual power operation conditions (i.e., MG sets operating).

It was originally the intent of start-up engineering personnel
to test the DSS trip with the MG sets in operation; however,
the MG sets were found to be de-energized and hold-carded due
to the outage. Likewise DSS contactor centrol power

handswitches 2HS-9901 (2C407) and 2HS-9902 (2C408) were found
to be in the OFF positionJ Realizitig that the DSS or DEFAS
would not be operable without power to the MG sets, start-up
engineering personnel stopped testing (as noted in the test log
of test procedure 2409.284) and consulted with personnel from
modifications engineering.

It was decided that with no power to the MG sets, the DSS and
DEFAS were not required to be operable since a loss of power
would result in a reactor trip, and therefore would not result
in an ATVS condition. However, it was not realized that this
situation was equivalent to that resulting from a DSS contactor

| trip with the DSS bypass breakers open ("not in bypass").
Subsequently, the control power handswitch on each DSS

|

<



contactor

control power from 2Y? for 2C407 cabinet was placed in the TESTallowed testing to \

and from 2Y4 for 2M 08. position to provide\

the contactor trip coilcontinue since power could no
contactor control power. This

handswitch status were notAlthough the MG s.et statusw be appliedPlan 2409.284,as initial conditions in the DS to
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contactor cabinet was placed in the TEST position to provide
control power from 2Y3 for 2C401 and from 2Y4 for 2C408. This
allowed testing to continue since power could now be applied to
the contactor trip coil. Although the MG set _ status and DSS
contactor control power handswitch status were not identified
-as initial conditions in the DSS testing portion of DEFAS Work
Plan-2409.284, it is considered to be a weakness that the
handswitch position was altered without a change to the test
procedure or an entry in the test log.

"
.

(2)- Corrective stops taken and the results achieved

Temporary Modification 92-2-013 was installed on June 19, 1992,
making DEFAS operable. This temporary mc31fication bypassed the
auxiliary relay contact of each DSS contactor used for the DEFAS
enable signal. Additionally, bypassing these contacts allows the
DEFAS to be operable during a loss of offsite power.

DCP 92-2017 has been developed to permanently correct the DEFAS
problems. The plant installation of this DCF is _ expected prior to
the end of 2R9.

The necessary design drawings h: e been revised to distinctively
indicate that the excitation circuitry power source is located on
the MG set output downstream of the DSS contactor.

(3) Corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further violations

A meeting was held on August 7. 1992, with startup and modification

engineers to review this incident and the 11essons learned. The
meeting stressed the need to accurately assess the functional
requirements and proper lineup of systems-involved in a post
modification test and to incorporate these into the test. It also

emphasized that all significt Tt post modification test evolutions,
discrepancies _and corresponding resolutions be completely
documented.

A review for generic applicability of this condition was conducted
for both units. No other applications were identified where this

condition occurred. Entergy Operations. Inc. considers this
condition to be a unique. design error and not indicativa of a
genetic programmatic concern with the design or post modification
testing processes.

(4) Date-of full compliance

' Full compliance was achieved on June 19, 1992, as a result of the
installation'of Temporary Modification 92-2-013 making the system

-operable.

.
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